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The content ecosystem is changing drastically. The 
speed and volume of content distribution has grown 
exponentially, stressing outdated manual processes that 
weren’t designed to scale.  Along with these challenges 
however, comes new opportunities.  Studios and 
distributors can diversify windows and business models, 
license more content to more partners, and therefore 
reach greater audiences.   

Fully exploiting these opportunities requires the Whip 
Media Content Value Management (CVM) Distribution 
Suite, a cloud solution that streamlines and connects 
disparate workflows within your organization to remove 
the friction from a complex distribution landscape that 
spans across a growing number of global partners.  

More Profitable Distribution Across Third-Party Platforms Worldwide
The CVM Distribution Suite is the industry standard for today’s major studios and distributors, currently managing 
over 60% of global TVOD/EST revenue on behalf of our clients. With workflows for licensing, content planning and 
financial operations, the CVM Distribution Suite increases visibility, efficiency and profitability by optimizing and 
scaling distribution across third-party platforms worldwide. 

CVM Licensing Workflows

Content Contract Management
Enhance licensing by fully operationalizing contracts and obtaining a single view of information across all contracts. 
Studios and distributors can keep track of rights, financial terms, recurring activities, provisions and obligations with:

• Sophisticated contract capture that reflects actual deals
• Flexible personalization and control to support unique business processes

CVM Content Planning Workflows 

Avails Distribution & Management
Avails can be delivered to hundreds of platforms around the globe in just a single click, improving efficiency and 
control. Studios and distributors can engage with more partners, at scale with:

• Efficient management of film and TV distribution rights and avails
• Integration with existing titles and rights systems 
• Direct distribution of avails in standard formats and via APIs to hundreds of platforms around the world

The CVM Distribution Suite
Scalable, Connected Workflows for Studios & Distributors
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The Industry Standard for Today’s Top 
Entertainment Companies
For more than 14 years, the CVM Distribution Suite 
has been the industry standard for managing 
performance revenue. Every major studio and 
dozens of large distributors trust Whip Media 
solutions to process over 60% of global EST/TVOD 
revenue. The CVM Distribution Suite is part of the 
Content Value Management (CVM) Platform, an 
enterprise grade solution that is scalable and secure, 
with a modular design that solves current and future 
challenges to increase your profitability as Whip 
helps your business grow.

Revenue Management

Completely automate revenue accounting for performance-based deals, with capabilities that:   

• Automate reconciliation of reported revenue to contract-calculated revenue
• Automatically generate accruals, revenue recognition and invoicing
• Directly integrate with your ERP system

Revenue Management is a fully auditable solution with SOC1 Type II and SOC2 Type II certification.

CVM Financial Operations Workflows 
Performance Tracking

Reduce the manual effort of performance data aggregation from multiple platform partners in multiple formats. 
Your team gets clean, consistent, real-time third-party content usage and revenue data to automate financial and 
sales reporting. Our workflow enables:

• Retrieval of content performance from over 1,100 platforms around the world
• Complete management of the process - from ingestion to mapping to validation

Our Performance Tracking workflow is the dominant industry solution used by every major Hollywood studio and 
dozens of other large distributors.

A Global Team of Industry Experts
The Whip Media team includes talented entertainment industry professionals who spent years working for top 
studios and platforms in core areas such as marketing, research, operations, distribution, and finance. As a result, 
we can design and build innovative solutions that truly address today’s industry challenges, and utilize proven best 
practices at every phase of the customer journey. 
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